A sensor for the precise and accurate measurement of micro-mechanical forces ' ; presentec The sensor is used to detect a tactile image and has capacitive force sensing elements which are detected by charge readout. The mechanical performance of the force sensor is evaluated and verified with experiments. The force-todeflection and deflection measurements have been separated in order to result in a sensor structure in which the response is linear with force and little affected by fringe fields. The sensor is 0.25 mm2 in size, it has a force range of 0.25 mN and a capacitance of 2 pF. The amplifier detects capacitance changes of 15 fF with a maximum non-linearity of 0.01 9% over the 1.25-2.5 pF range.
Summary
A tactile image sensor is used for the aquisition of information about shapes of an object by touching it. In this project, the sensor has a pressure sensitive surface to measure the distribution of micromechanical contact forces and tactile information is obtained with a matrix of force sensitive elements which are arranged in rows and columns. The elements are the capacitors which are formed at each row-column intersection so that touch can be detected with on-chip charge amplification. The tactile data can, for example, be used to monitor the position of objects during the act of touch and additional pattem recognition algorithms can be employed to extract the details of particular objects.
The lay-out of a force sensing element presented here is based on a designs which is optimized with respect to mapping of the force range and the available dynamic range of the sensor capacitance. In a typical mechanical sensor, shown in Fig.l(a) , a micromachined beam performs two functions. First, the beam displaces under an applied load and functions as a mechanical spring. Secondly, the beam is an electrode and forms a capacitance with the substrate, which changes in value at an applied load. The main disadvantage of this configuration is that the elastic bending curve of the sensor electrode load is not uniform and the displacements of the different beamsections are not according to simple analytic expressions. Complex numerical calculations are therefore required to evaluate the applied microforce with the measured capacitance. Typical lay-out of a capacitive force sensor, The sensor is a movable electrode without (a) and with (b) a boss that covers the entire bottom electrode. The sensor is a spring element which supports an electrode (c).
This limitation can genedly be circumvented using an advanced boss structure which overlays the entire capacitive sensor eleztrode, shown in Fig.l(b) . The thicker central part of the beam ensures a uniformly narrowing of the capacitive gap with applied load and the determination of this force can accurately be calculated from a simple plane parallel-plate capacitance approximation. The sensor element can be further improved with the designing of a sl~cture which gives an independent setting of the sensor capacitance, e.g. the electrode area, on one hand, and the force range, e.g. the geometric dimensions of the spring elements, on the other. This set-up is shown in Fig.l(c) and features a sensor which has a force range and a force sensitivity that can accurately be independently adapted for different ranges without the need for a critical rescaling of the sensor dimensions. The design of the tactile elements in this project is based on this approach. Fig.%(a) The small size of a force sensing element is not a serious problem. The sensor is integrated with a bipolar process on the same chip in a "smartsensor" process. The charge amplifier, shown in Fig.3 , functions as a mechanical-toelectric interface module with the sensor signal and has been designed with a minimum number of circuit components to include it in a linear array for readout of a complete capacitive pressure image array.
Figwe3.
Photo of the charge amplifier for micromechanical force read-out.
Experimental results with the complete system for analog read-out and interfacing the sensor capacitance to an extemal data processing equipment has demonstrated the capability of the system to detect capacitance changes of 15 fF and the maximum non-linearity in the response is 0.01% over a 1.25-2.5 pF region.
